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introduction
finding the freedom and peace you long for

I’m just so tired.”

how often have you uttered those words? Perhaps you look at 

the cluttered state of your home or your overcrowded schedule and 

long for space to breathe. Maybe your mind spins thinking about the 

needs in front of you or the dreams inside you, and hard as you try, so 

many things are still left undone. there are meetings and events and 

complicated relationships, running nonstop, chasing after want- tos and 

have- tos and unyielding expectations of others (and self ). oh, the con-

stant expectations that never relent. Who has a moment to rest?

no wonder we’re all so tired.

our lives are complicated, fast- paced spectacles of never- ending 

multitasking. technology demands constant access to us, begging for 

instant replies to every bing- bong alert. the scrolling pull of social 

media promises greater inspiration and deeper connection— but mostly 

leaves us empty, dissatisfied, longing.

Mother teresa said, “the more you have, the more you are occupied. 

the less you have, the more free you are.” her words ring true in a 

deep place in our hearts— yet we still wonder whether we can actually 

live with less. not just fewer possessions but fewer responsibilities and 
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introduction

distractions. is it even possible? it’s an honest question to ask as we 

begin this study on courageous simplicity.

When we hear the word simplicity, often the first thing we think 

about is decluttering our garages, basements, and kids’ rooms. for 

some of us, the Amish come to mind, and we desire the simpler life-

style that community represents. We want to be free of all the frazzle 

and frenzy that seem to crowd our homes, workplaces, and schedules.

Less chaos. More peace. is living this kind of good and simple life 

really within reach?

While organizing our homes and schedules is certainly a praise-

worthy goal that can bring relief to our external turmoil, that’s not the 

whole of simplicity. simplicity isn’t cleared countertops or an empty 

calendar. it goes much deeper than decluttering. it goes to the heart of 

our faith. Biblical simplicity calls for a courageous step toward pursu-

ing a pure and simple devotion to God— keeping him and his plans for 

our lives first in our hearts. simplicity, very simply, comes from within.

Proverbs 13:7 tells us that “a pretentious, showy life is an empty life; 

a plain and simple life is a full life” (MsG). this study is all about what 

that simple and full life actually looks like and how Jesus meets us in it.

simplicity isn’t for the weak of heart. in fact, it calls for us to be on 

guard against the enemy of our souls. Paul wrote, “i am afraid that, 

as the serpent deceived eve by his craftiness, your minds will be led 

astray from the simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ” (2 Cor. 

11:3 nAsB). it takes courage to live with eyes open to God’s presence 

and heart surrendered to his leading.

embracing simplicity doesn’t mean we will never experience dif-

ficulties or overwhelming challenges. it means we choose to live with 

growing trust that God is in control of it all. With Christ as our guide, 

we can say, “it is well with my soul.”

As you train in the spiritual practice of simplicity over the next six 

weeks, you will discover the God who loves you lavishly and wants to 

show you how to live present to his perfect peace. You will uncover 

biblical principles to help you embrace that you are enough and have 

enough in him.
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introduction

How to Use This Study

Courageous Simplicity is a great study for personal or small group 

use. if you’re doing it with a group, we recommend allowing at least 

forty-five minutes for discussion, or more for larger groups. (We think 

groups of four to ten people work great!) enhance your community 

study experience with our Courageous Simplicity Leader Guide. Go 

to ww w .i n c o u r a g e .m e /l e a d e r g u i d e s to download your free small group 

resources.

As you work through each day’s study, there’s a lot to take in. Don’t 

feel like you have to do it all in one sitting. if you come to these pages 

with a have- to- complete- it- all mentality, that defeats the purpose of 

simplicity! Do some and ponder it. Ask God to reveal his insight and 

truth to you. then listen as he speaks to you through his Word.

each week focuses on a different aspect of simplicity:

• Week 1 delves into a plea for simplicity— uncovering our longing 

for the simple life.

• Week 2 looks at what drives us— what our treasures, time, and 

search for significance tell us about the state of our inner lives.

• Week 3 examines how to live in the sacred present, responding 

to what drives us.

• Week 4 explores the idea of “enough”— discovering who we are 

in Christ.

• Week 5 motivates us to live with open hands and hearts— finding 

freedom in letting go of the things that hold us captive.

• Week 6 shows us what living in the peace that comes through 

simplicity looks like, as we revel in the things that truly matter.

each week has a cadence that will help you get the most out of this 

study:

• Day 1 looks at our call to courageously explore that week’s topic.

• Day 2 spotlights how Jesus or another key biblical figure lived it 

out and what we can learn from that person.
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introduction

• Day 3 tackles what the world says about that week’s topic.

• Day 4 shows us God’s heart for you in that topic.

• Day 5 closes the week with motivation for becoming a coura-

geous woman.

We at (in)courage are excited to begin this Courageous Simplicity 

journey with you. You’ll see that each day opens with a story from one 

of our writers sharing her experience of pursuing simplicity. our hope 

and prayer is that these stories will help you feel less alone and more 

seen as you look for God in your own story.

this study is yours, and there is freedom in how you use it. there 

are reflection questions throughout the study. if you’re energized by 

spending time diving into every question and unpacking every verse, 

we believe you’ll be blessed by them. if they’re too much for you, skip 

what you need to with total freedom. there’s no guilt when you choose 

to meet with Jesus and study his Word, however that looks for you.

Are you ready? Join us as we let go of the fast- paced life so we can 

embrace a God- paced life— one that brings the freedom and peace 

you’ve been longing for.
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WEEK 1

a plea for 
simplicity
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DAY 1

The Lord is my shepherd;

I have what I need.

Psalm 23:1

Do we have to go back?”

My voice came out more like a whine as we packed up our 

camping gear. the next morning my husband and i would return home 

after spending a week at Yellowstone national Park, where we hung out 

watching the buffalo roam and the deer and the antelope play. the only 

have- tos had been deciding what we wanted to eat, where we wanted 

to hike, and what board game we wanted to play in the evenings. We 

experienced stunning views of nature and communed with each other 

and with God in the stillness and slowness of each day. My blood pres-

sure held steady at “just right,” i slept well each night, and i awoke re-

freshed and excited about the nonscheduled, uncomplicated promise of 

what the new day held for us. it was so simple, so wonderful.

now, as i cleaned up around the campsite, the pressures of our 

schedules and busy, chaotic lifestyle back home threatened to take 

over my calm and peaceful state of mind.

“What if we just ran away?” i said, only half joking. i felt the serenity 

of the past seven days quickly fading— and we hadn’t even ended our 

vacation yet!

i wanted a simpler existence like the one i’d tasted on our vacation. 

i yearned for a life that felt as though i controlled it more than it con-

trolled me. A quieter life in which i could more easily listen to the holy 

spirit’s voice. A life that allowed some breathing room, some sacred 
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a plea for simplicity

rhythms of ebb and flow instead of just go, go . . . more, more . . . do, do 

. . . have, have . . . be, be.

Why couldn’t all of my life feel like it had during that week? i didn’t 

necessarily want to quit my job, pack up my family, and move to the 

middle of the wilderness! But being able to slow down, savor life and 

relationships, and feel more at peace would have been nice.

— GINGER KOLBABA

Have you ever felt that way— longing for a simpler, less complicated 

life? Describe that here.

We often struggle to feel at peace, don’t we? We multitask, we give, 

we serve. if something needs doing, we’re usually the ones to step in, 

step up, and handle it— even when we don’t have the time or energy. 

And we do it all with hearts that long to make everyone’s lives a little 

better. We know the things we do are good— completing our work on 

time, making sure our children are well- fed and chauffeured to the 

right places at the right times, helping our friends when they most need 

us during a move or a breakup— yet all of those things are anything but 

simple. And in the midst of it all, we are tired, worn- out, exhausted.

When we think of having a peaceful, simpler life, three words often 

come to mind:

If only . . .

Someday . . .
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week 1 •  day 1

how often have we wished our lives were simpler? If only i could 

complete this work project. If only my spouse would help around 

the house. If only my kids weren’t involved in every activity. If only 

everyone didn’t expect so much of me. If only others understood . . .

We often respond by encouraging ourselves to believe that some-

day it will be different. Next week life will slow down after I . . . Next 

month when the kids . . . Let me just get past this project or to sum-

mer break . . .

But next week, next month, next summer never seems to bring that 

desired outcome, because life fills up with the next thing and the next 

and the next.

Think about the if- onlys and somedays in your life. Write one or two of 

them here.

Wouldn’t it be nice to experience a simpler life now rather than 

waiting for someday? the Bible tells us that we can experience those 

simpler things that really make life rich— and we can have them now. 

Psalm 23:1–3 is our guide.

Read Psalm 23:1–3 in one or two translations. (You can easily find 

various translations at BibleGateway.com or by downloading a Bible app 

on your phone.) Write out one of those translations here.
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a plea for simplicity

Underline the words or phrases that describe what God, our Good 

Shepherd, wants to provide us. What is it about those words or phrases 

that causes your heart to hope for something different?

As much as we yearn for a simpler life— which is a good thing— 

cutting back on activities, diminishing responsibilities, and enjoying 

more free time aren’t what will bring the peace and freedom of true 

simplicity. simplicity isn’t really about where we live or what we do— 

it’s about Who we do life with. simplicity is about a 

Person. Psalm 23 tells us that “the Lord is my shep-

herd . . . he lets . . . he leads . . . he renews.” Ultimately, 

we find simplicity in Jesus and following His leading.

We cannot expect to experience the simple life by 

merely offering a nod of acknowledgment to Christ 

before moving on with our own agendas. We must 

focus on him and courageously seek his wisdom as 

we remove unnecessary distractions and make difficult decisions about 

what to keep in our lives.

What is a distraction you regularly battle?

Simplicity isn’t 
really about where 
we live or what we 
do— it’s about Who 
we do life with.
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week 1 •  day 1

Pursuing true simplicity is about pursuing Jesus. As Donald Whitney 

explains in Simplify Your Spiritual Life,

We prune activities from our lives, not only to get organized, 

but also that our devotion to Christ and service for His kingdom 

will be more fruitful. We simplify, not merely to save time, but to 

eliminate hindrances to the time we devote to knowing Christ. 

All the reasons we simplify should eventually lead us to Jesus 

Christ.1

simplicity doesn’t just appear when we say no to one activity but 

fail to give our lives and schedules a major overhaul. simplicity doesn’t 

come when we decide to clear out our home of all its “junk” and donate 

or sell the excess. Minimizing busyness and possessions is great! But 

deep and abiding simplicity comes only when we “lay aside every hin-

drance . . . that so easily ensnares us” and “run with endurance the race 

that lies before us, keeping our eyes on Jesus, the source and perfecter 

of our faith” (heb. 12:1–2). And that race is not the chaotic, fast- paced 

one that the world runs. it is not the go, go . . . more, more . . . do, do 

. . . have, have . . . be, be we mentioned earlier. it is “simply” to follow 

Jesus by listening to his voice and getting to know him better.

Look up Proverbs 3:5–8. While this is a well- known passage, how could 

it affect the way you courageously embrace a simpler life?
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a plea for simplicity

What might God be leading you to give up in order to more fully pursue 

Him?

In what ways would embracing simplicity require courage? Why?

Reflect on this prayer and make it your own today:

Father, sometimes I feel so overwhelmed and exhausted by all 

the demands on me. I know this isn’t how You want me to live 

or who You want me to be. Help me to pursue You above all— 

and in that pursuit, may I find the peace and contentment I 

long for. Thank You, my Great Shepherd. Amen.
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DAY 2

He often withdrew to deserted places and prayed.

Luke 5:16

Every summer, i gather with friends for a retreat in 

a beautiful location, sometimes in the mountains, 

sometimes on a sandy beach. While we are together we 

talk deeply. We laugh big. We eat well. We sleep. We go on 

walks, shop, read, stretch.

We rest.

i’m a work- from- home mom of three little kids. i am usually unshow-

ered and probably wearing something i picked up off the bedroom 

floor. if i get four uninterrupted hours of sleep in a row, i’m doing 

pretty well. is it my norm to escape to a sun- drenched beach for rest? 

Um, no. My norm is three minutes to myself in the bathroom. And even 

that usually gets interrupted by a knock and a little voice on the other 

side of the door asking what i’m doing and when i will be out.

But those summer retreats awaken me to my rest deficit, because i 

forget. i forget that God calls us to peace. he calls us away from hustle 

and into rest.

throughout scripture, Jesus is caught escaping to quiet. he mod-

els for us, for our busy- doing- all- the- things selves, how to embrace 

the simplicity of rest. real rest. the kind that allows us to catch our 

breath, to laugh, to feel peace. Jesus’s life was full to the brim. he had a 

job, friends, family . . . Yet he also cleared away anything that hindered 
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a plea for simplicity

him from seeking quiet time with God, because he knew that rest mat-

ters to God.

And often we make it too hard. rest does not need a beach or a spa. 

rest doesn’t even need a hot cup of coffee or a nap. Jesus shows us 

how to rest, and it’s much simpler than we make it.

i can find and accept the rest that God offers when i make time for 

it. Chase it intentionally. seek it diligently. Create moments for rest 

amidst the to- dos.

i’m learning that my summer friend retreats are a gift, but i can live 

simply and find rest even when there’s not a sandy beach in sight. Jesus 

was a pro at seeking and finding his father’s presence. We can be too, 

exactly where we are.

— ANNA RENDELL

Has the busyness of life or a season where alone time is scarce ever 

made you forget that resting with God is possible? What has (or hasn’t) 

worked well for you when it comes to stealing time away with God?

God’s Word tells us to “make it your ambition to lead a quiet life” 

(1 thess. 4:11 niV). But how often we get caught up in the hustle and 

bustle!

that’s why there’s something so relatable about our Great shepherd. 

Life was hectic and demanding for him too. Jesus understood the 

whirlwind and burdens of regular life. And yet he still experienced a 

life of simplicity. We may be tempted to think that Jesus didn’t have it 
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week 1 •  day 2

as bad or as busy as we have it. After all, he lived two thousand years 

ago— no social media or traffic- jammed commutes or office politics, 

right? his life surely must have been simpler back then.

But let’s actually take a closer look at Christ’s earthly life and let that 

guide and mentor us. throughout the Gospels we can find his real- life 

examples that show how we can have the simple life he invites us to. 

We can discover how to experience an even stronger faith and purpose 

in our daily lives, even in the midst of busy child- rearing years, work 

deadlines, marriage struggles, parenting challenges, volunteering activi-

ties, pursuing passions, starting ministries, caring for aging parents, 

and everything else that finds its way into our schedules. We just need 

to follow his example.

Look up at least three of the following verses. What do they have in 

common?

Matthew 14:13

Matthew 14:23

Mark 1:35

Mark 6:31

Luke 22:41

John 6:15

Jesus’s life was full to the brim. he had responsibilities, friends, 

family. he kept busy teaching and training twelve disciples. he healed 

people. he navigated crowds that numbered into the thousands— 

and he fed them. he taught in the synagogues. everywhere he went, 

throngs of people crowded in, making demands, pleading for his atten-

tion and help, following him, wanting something from him (or plotting 

to attack and betray him).

And he handled it all— never turning people away in their despera-

tion but having compassion on them. though he was Messiah, fully 
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a plea for simplicity

God, he also was fully human. And he navigated all of those demands 

in his humanness, just as we must. how did he do that?

We find Jesus’s prescription for the simple life in the Gospels: he 

withdrew and prayed. over and over, he escaped to the quiet.

Mark 6:31 gives us a good sense of just how chaotic Jesus’s life was. 

What was the result of His being in such high demand?

Describe a time when you felt swallowed by life’s busyness or 

burdens— or how you feel if that’s where you find yourself today.

Reread Mark 6:31. What did Jesus invite the disciples to do in response 

to their stresses and burdens?

it’s an invitation he offers you today as well.

We’d love to get away for a while— who wouldn’t? But often we 

make things too difficult. We excuse it away, claiming that we would 

embrace simplicity, but our busyness and responsibilities aren’t 

optional. After all, people are relying on us! And Anna’s right: the 
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week 1 •  day 2

simplicity of rest, peace, and contentment does not require a beach or 

a spa. it doesn’t even need a hot cup of coffee or a nap. Jesus shows us 

how to embrace what we really need, and though it takes courage to 

extricate ourselves, it can be much simpler than we make it.

throughout the Gospels, Jesus models for us, for our busy- doing- all- 

the- things selves, how to embrace simplicity, peace, and an abundant 

life— the kind that allows us to catch our breath, to laugh, and to come 

out on the other side of it rejuvenated and ready to face the demands 

that come our way. he shows us that simplicity isn’t about avoiding 

the craziness of life— it’s about being connected to the father. simple 

rest centers our souls so we can continue to meet the needs of those 

around us without losing our peace.

What’s interesting to note is that when Jesus 

withdrew, the crowds followed him (Mark 

6:32–34). his retreat was often short- lived.

Does that sound familiar? You get a moment 

of peace and the next thing you know your kid 

is tapping on your shoulder demanding a snack. 

You get away alone and your mother texts you for help emailing some 

photos she’s taken on her phone. You slip off to enjoy a cup of coffee 

and your boss calls asking if you can work overtime. Jesus gets it. he 

was so pressed in at times that he didn’t have time to eat.

however, even a brief reprieve was life- giving and spirit- refreshing 

to Jesus, just like a short break can be for us. immediately after Jesus 

attempted to withdraw from the crowds in Matthew 14, he taught thou-

sands of men, women, and children— and then miraculously fed them 

all with only five loaves of bread and two fish!

Later we see the same pattern happen again: “After dismissing the 

crowds, he went up on the mountain by himself to pray. Well into the 

night, he was there alone” (v. 23).

After that, Jesus walked on the water and then met the crowds on 

the other side of the lake.

Simple rest centers our 
souls so we can continue 

to meet the needs of 
those around us without 

losing our peace.
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a plea for simplicity

Living a life of simplicity isn’t about breaking free from all our re-

sponsibilities; it’s about being able to meet them with more power— by 

regularly withdrawing to spend time alone with God.

Jesus knows that a life of peace and simplicity takes effort, and he 

knows it may not be an easy choice for you to make in the midst of 

your busiest days. But he also knows that to make a significant impact 

on those around us, we have to intentionally make time and space to 

get away.

Jesus was a pro at seeking and finding his father’s presence. And if 

Jesus, as busy as he was, as pressured as he was to accomplish God’s 

will in three short years, was able to get away regularly to rest, pray, 

and commune with God, surely he will provide a way for us to do the 

same. We can receive the rest and peace— and power and strength— 

that God offers us when we make time for him.

What are some reasons you have for not taking time to regularly get 

alone, rest, and refuel your soul? Make a list here.

Now look back at the passages listed on page 21— you read at least 

three of them. Perhaps read the other three. How would Jesus respond 

to those reasons you listed above?
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What do you need strength to accomplish in your daily life? How could 

withdrawing for a while help you?

What might God be leading you to give up or reorder in your life to make 

space to withdraw?

Reflect on this prayer and make it your own today:

Jesus, too often I forget that You’ve shown me the way to experi-

ence the power of simplicity. Sometimes I get so carried away 

or bogged down with life that I believe I don’t have the time or 

ability to withdraw so that You can refuel me. Give me the cour-

age to be more intentional about being alone with You. Give me 

the strength to hold fast to that boundary. Help me choose the 

path that leads to a simple and abundant life. Amen.
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DAY 3

Don’t be wise in your own eyes;

fear the Lord and turn away from evil.

This will be healing for your body

and strengthening for your bones.

Proverbs 3:7–8

My husband teases that i’m a hoarder. he has an 

ultra-minimlist outlook and says i hang on to way 

too many items of both clutter and sentiment. i disagree. i 

also choose not to count the multiple stacks of books cur-

rently on my desk as evidence that he’s right.

But compared to many, our home and possessions are pretty stream-

lined. i don’t have cabinets full of knickknacks, and i prefer cleared- 

off countertops and tables. But with three kids and daily deposits of 

school papers and junk mail, my wish isn’t always my reality. still, i 

think most people would characterize our material life as fairly simple.

My spiritual life, on the other hand, isn’t nearly as tidy.

While i can find relief purging the junk drawer, donating unworn 

clothes, and throwing out all the mismatched tupperware lids, i find it 

much more difficult to get rid of the unnecessary “junk” in my heart— 

the noise that threatens to crowd out God’s voice.

i wish it weren’t so. i wish i were more disciplined. i wish i had bet-

ter boundaries on social media and that i never got sucked into late- 

night or early- morning scrolling. i long to spend as much time in God’s 
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a plea for simplicity

Word as i do messaging friends and traveling down viral video rabbit 

trails.

i yearn for quiet. Yet at any given time i have no less than a dozen 

tabs open in my internet browser. Yes, i know this slows down my sys-

tem, but i like to have all the information i might need within a finger-

tip’s click- reach. i choose this multi- tab lifestyle, yet my head spins 

with spreadsheets to fill out and articles to read and to- dos to check off 

my ever- growing list.

it’s a tension i hate, but i also dread the thought of giving it up. i fear 

the what- ifs— what if i’m missing something important? Deep in my 

soul i desire simplicity— like i was made for it— but i’m slow to give up 

the complexity that masquerades as comfort and convenience.

As i face my inner frazzle, i have to admit that what i really need is 

more of Jesus. oh, how i need him. i long for quiet, for his still small 

voice to be louder than all the noise. or better yet, to hush the noise of 

the world so that his whispers might be the single echo in my heart.

— BECKY KEIFE

Have you felt that way— that tension of wanting what the Great 

Shepherd has for you but being tempted by what the world offers? To 

have more, do more, reach for all you desire? Describe what your inner 

frazzle feels like.

in today’s culture a lot of that pressure comes through social media. 

it seems so insignificant, doesn’t it? Just hop online and check out 
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what others are doing. When we measure our worth or reality against 

what we see on social media, however, it has a devastating effect on 

our happiness and our search for simplicity. A recent study out of the 

University of Pennsylvania found that the more time we spend on so-

cial media, the more depressed and lonely we are; it affects our mental 

well- being.2

instead of resting in the peace and contentment that Jesus offers, 

we become obsessed with pursuing a filtered, fictionalized life we see 

online, believing if we just grasp it, it will give us the peace and con-

tentment we long for— even though we know those things have been 

carefully crafted to present the person in a certain light.

it may not be social media cluttering your heart. Perhaps it’s making 

sure your kids succeed, signing them up for every activity. or maybe 

you constantly work overtime or serve on every committee in an effort 

to find worth. But those pursuits only add to our inner chaos. What we 

really need is much simpler— and singular: Jesus.

Proverbs 3:7–8 describes that pursuit this way: “Don’t be wise in 

your own eyes; fear the Lord and turn away from evil. this will be heal-

ing for your body and strengthening for your bones.”

A life of simplicity, a mind unfrazzled, a contented heart comes not 

from what the world tells us to pursue but from trusting God. When we 

focus on Jesus rather than on what others are doing or thinking, we 

find the simpler life that allows us to rest and be at peace with who we 

are. inner simplicity comes when we stop seeking wisdom in our own 

eyes or in the eyes of others and we start seeking wisdom from the 

Lord.

Read Proverbs 3:1–26. Even though the author of Proverbs doesn’t 

directly name simplicity in this passage, he does offer encouragement 

that can lead to a life of simplicity. Why might pursuing wisdom lead to 

a life of simplicity? (See vv. 13–18, for instance.)
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a plea for simplicity

In Proverbs 3:7, it says to “turn away from evil.” We often think of evil 

as the really bad stuff— murder, adultery, abuse. But what if we broaden 

the idea to include anything that isn’t good for us? With that definition 

in mind, how would you rate the time you spend pursuing things that 

appear to be good, such as social media, but leave you feeling lonely 

and less satisfied?

Think about the last time you spent on social media— scrolling after the 

kids went to bed, when waiting in the doctor’s office, or while hiding in 

your car after picking up groceries. Or if you’re filling the empty parts 

of your day and your heart with something else, think about that. How 

did you feel when you grabbed that bag of chips or put things you didn’t 

need in your shopping cart in hopes of finding a little relief? Did it make 

anything simpler, or did it complicate matters? Jot down a couple words 

about your experience here.
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several years ago, country musician tim McGraw sang “Live Like You 

Were Dying.” A wise comment. the apostle Paul said something similar:

I do want to point out, friends, that time is of the essence. There 

is no time to waste, so don’t complicate your lives unnecessar-

ily. Keep it simple— in marriage, grief, joy, whatever. Even in ordi-

nary things— your daily routines of shopping, and so on. Deal as 

sparingly as possible with the things the world thrusts on you. 

This world as you see it is on its way out. (1 Cor. 7:29–31 MSG)

Live like you were dying. This world as you see it is on its way 

out. When we think about what we would do if we knew we didn’t have 

a lot of time left, we discover the heart of simplicity. We cut out the 

white noise and seek Jesus only. We focus on loving God and loving 

others, finally able to let the rest of it fall away.

Life is complicated. God knows that— and he wants to take that bur-

den from you. he wants to help you focus on what matters most. God 

wants to relieve your inner frazzle and replace it with his fullness and 

peace. so the next time you’re tempted to fill a pocket 

of silence with scrolling, snacking, or shopping, turn 

to him instead. seek a sacred space with him, ask-

ing how he would like you to spend your time and 

how you can cut out everything that clamors for your 

attention.

As you consider 1 Corinthians 7:29, what might keeping it simple in 

your daily routines look like for you?

God wants to relieve 
your inner frazzle and 

replace it with His 
fullness and peace.
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a plea for simplicity

In what ways will it take courage to practice Proverbs 3:7?

Reflect on this prayer and make it your own today:

God, I’m embarrassed and ashamed to admit that I do not live 

like my time is short. I often allow the world’s expectations and 

temptations to take hold of my mind and heart. But this doesn’t 

bring the peace that You offer. Forgive me for not seeking wis-

dom as I should. Help me hear Your voice. Help me listen well. 

And help me follow as You lead. Amen.
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